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Identification of new states in 26Si using the 29Si„3He,6He…26Si reaction and consequences for the
25Al „p,g…

26Si reaction rate in explosive hydrogen burning environments
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We have studied the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction and have identified new states in26Si at Ex55.140(10),
Ex55.678(8) MeV, andEx55.945(8). Based on these measurements and other recent evidence, we suggest
spin-parity assignments of 11 for the 5.678 MeV state and 31 for the 5.945 MeV state, which would account
for all the ‘‘missing’’ unnatural parity states in26Si in the excitation energy region important to hydrogen
burning in novae. New reaction rates are presented for the25Al( p,g)26Si reaction based on this possible
assignment of states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rate of production of26Al in its ground state~denoted
as 26Al0) is currently a key question in the field of nucle
astrophysics.26Al0 has a half-life of 7.23105 yr and itsb
decay is followed~99.7% of the time! by a prompt 1.809
MeV g-ray which has been identified by orbitingg-ray tele-
scopes such the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory~CGRO!
@1#. Its detection, combined with astronomical data such
distances to the events and masses of the stars particip
in the explosions, can provide a very valuable, measura
constraint on models used to understand the explosive hy
gen burning process in novae and supernovae.

The key nuclear physics uncertainty in the production
26Al0 in nova sites in the galaxy is the rate of the react
sequence

24Mg~p,g!25Al ~p,g!26Si~b1n!26mAl ~b1n!26Mg0,

which bypasses the

25Al ~b1n!25Mg~p,g!26Al0~b1n!26Mg* ~g!26Mg0

reaction sequence. It is the decay of26Al0 via the first ex-
cited state of26Mg that produces the 1.809 MeVg rays
observed by instruments such as CGRO.

In the competition between the25Al( b1n) decay and the
25Al( p,g)26Si reaction, the current uncertainty is due to t
lack of nuclear structure information just above the pro
threshold in26Si @Sp55.518(3) MeV#. Until recently, 26Si
had been studied with the 28Si(p,t)26Si @2# and

*Present address: Physics Department, Queens Unive
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24Mg(3He,n)26Si @3,4# reactions, which preferentially popu
late natural parity states. In addition, those studies were c
ducted with energy resolutions of 140–200 keV, so th
closely spaced states may not have been resolved. Ili
et al. @5# made a detailed survey of the past data on26Si and
derived tentative spin assignments based on these resul
conjunction with shell model calculations and mirror nucle
considerations. They concluded that the25Al( p,g)26Si rate is
probably dominated by a 31 state~an l 50 resonance! which
they calculated to lie atEx55970(100) keV in26Si. This
state has never been observed experimentally, including
recent remeasurement of the28Si(p,t)26Si reaction@6#, and
hence its location, its properties, and thus the25Al( p,g)26Si
reaction rate are very uncertain.

Additionally, the second strongest contributors to t
25Al( p,g)26Si reaction at nova temperatures are expected
be a 01, 41 doublet at 5.940~25! keV, which has never been
resolved due to insufficient resolution of past experimen
studies. Angular distribution measurements of the (3He,n)
reaction populating a state at 5.91 MeV could only be fit w
a combination of 01 and 41 states@3#.

Because of these numerous uncertainties in the nuc
structure of26Si above the proton threshold, we decided
study it via the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction which had neve
been used before. This reaction should populate both na
and unnatural parity states in26Si.

The 29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction has another distinct ad
vantage over28Si(p,t)26Si or 24Mg(3He,n)26Si measure-
ments. Due to the extra neutron on thea nucleus28Si, theQ
value of the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction is much less nega
tive (Q05217.4 MeV) than that of the (3He,6He) reaction
on the inevitablea nucleus target contaminants12C (Q05
231.6 MeV) and16O (Q05230.5 MeV). This difference
in Q values provides a 13 MeV window for studying th
spectrum of26Si without significant contamination.

ity,
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Compared to the two-nucleon transfer reactions,
(3He,6He) reaction has two minor disadvantages: low cr
sections~typically 0.1–1 mb/sr/state) and possible spectru
contamination from reactions on heavier target contamina
such as13C, 17O, 18O, and 30Si. However, with3He beams
of >50 pnA, these cross sections will provide enough s
tistics in a week long measurement. The target contamin
13C ~1% in natural carbon!, 17O ~0.04% of natural oxygen!,
and 18O ~0.2%! are already only a very small fraction of th
target contaminants, and their contributions to the6He spec-
trum can be explicitly measured with enriched targets.

II. EXPERIMENT

The 29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction was studied at 51 Me
and at 7.5° using the Enge Split-Pole spectrometer at
Yale University Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory.
beam of 3He was produced using a duo-plasmatron sou
and injected into the tandem, accelerated, and delivere
the target position of the spectrograph. Beam intensities
up to 150 pnA were incident on the targets. Two targets w
used to populate states in26Si: a self-supporting
0.161 mg/cm2 metallic target~59.5% 29Si, 39.1% 28Si, and
1.4% 30Si), and a 0.17 mg/cm2 29SiO2 ~95.0% 29Si, 4.7%
28Si, and 0.3%30Si) target on a 0.1 mg/cm2 carbon back-
ing. The magnetic field of the spectrograph was set to b
the ~less magnetically rigid! elastically scattered3He beam
off the focal plane detector. Consequently the spectra w
free of contamination from elastically and inelastica
scattered3He. Due to this magnetic field setting, the6He21

ions from 12C(3He,6He)9C, 16O(3He,6He)13O, and
28Si(3He,6He)26Si reactions also did not enter the foc
plane detector. A 0.15 mg/cm2 30Si target on a 0.1 mg/cm2

carbon backing was used to deduce the spectrum contam
tion arising from (3He,6He) reaction on30Si. The spectrum
taken with the metal and oxide targets were compared
measure spectrum contamination resulting from (3He,6He)
reactions17O and 18O. In addition, because of the presum
ably large cross section for the13C(3He,6He)10C reaction,
and because13C is 1% of natural carbon, a 0.1 mg/cm2

target of 13C was used to determine this contribution expl
itly.

The focal plane detection system consisted of a gas
ization drift chamber backed by a scintillator and has be
described elsewhere@7#. The detector provides two positio
measurements in the dispersive (x or horizontal! and nondis-
persive (y or vertical! directions, two energy loss measur
ments in the gas~100 Torr of isobutane!, and a residual en
ergy measurement in the scintillator. Using the
measurements, it is possible to cleanly identify and sepa
the 6He from the other reaction products, and measure t
momentum.

Figure 1 shows the6He spectra obtained at a3He energy
of 51 MeV, all measured at the same spectrometer set
Figures 1~d! and 1~e! are the spectra from th
29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction at 51 MeV at 7.5°, during tw
separate runs, taken with slightly different data acquisit
systems. Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c! show the spectra ob
tained using the27Al, 13C, and30Si1C targets, respectively
05580
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The largest contamination of the26Si spectrum originates
from the 13C(3He,6He)10C(Ex53.354 MeV) peak, which is
barely visible just to the right of the largest peak in the26Si
spectrum, which is the first excited state at 1.796 MeV. T
transition to the27Si ground state is the largest peak in t
spectrum taken with the30Si1C target, and cannot be see
in the 26Si spectrum 1~d!. From these background measur
ments, it is estimated that the spectrum in the region of
terest above the proton threshold is contaminated at a l
of only 1 count/channel or less, and therefore cannot po
bly be the cause of the peaks shown in the two26Si spectra.

The peak just to the left of the29Si(3He,6He)26Si(g.s.)
peak in Figs. 1~d! and 1~e! is due to the high rate ofa ’s in
the detector from the dominant transition in the (3He,a) re-
action on the target materials. The origin of this contamin
tion is easily identified as ana peak in Fig. 2, which shows
the focal plane position versus total energy loss in the g
filled volume @after applying a gate in the (DE-E) spec-
trum#. The peaks from the (3He,6He) spectrum are well lo-
calized within the gate~indicated by the outlined area in Fig
2!, whereas thea contamination peak~indicated by the ar-
row! appears as a vertical stripe through the spectrum.
other stripes appear anywhere else in the spectrum, ensu
that this is the only contamination peak from alpha partic
detected in the focal plane detector. The4He spectrum in the
region of interest, above the proton threshold in26Si, has
fewer counts than this peak and far less structure. Thus
this energy region above the proton threshold, thea con-
tamination does not contribute significantly to the spectru

Figure 3 compares the spectrum taken with the silic
oxide target and the silicon metal target. This comparis
determines the contamination of the spectrum due to re
tions on oxygen in the targets; if the peaks in the region
interest came from the (3He,6He) reactions on17O and 18O,

FIG. 1. 6He energy spectra from the (3He,6He) reaction on the
listed targets.
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these peaks would be much stronger in the oxide target s
trum. The shape of the spectra are very similar for oxide
metal targets, indicating that oxygen contamination will n
interfere with the spectrum interpretation.

The focal plane calibration was performed using t
29Si(3He,6He)26Si @Q05217.413(3) MeV @8## and
27Al( 3He,6He)24Al @Q05219.805(4) MeV@8## reactions.

FIG. 2. Cathode (DE) vs front position~momentum! spectrum.
The vertical stripe, indicated by the arrow, originates from pile-
due to the high rate of the (3He,a) reaction. Within the outlined
area~the location of the6He), this is the only4He contamination.

FIG. 3. Comparison between the data taken with the silic
oxide target~a! and the silicon metal target~b!. Notice that the
shape of the spectrum is the same, confirming that there ar
peaks coming from contaminant reactions on oxygen.
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The known states that were populated in these reactions w
used to calibrate the magnetic rigidity as a polynomial fun
tion of the focal plane detector position@Br(x)#. This cali-
bration function was determined using a fit extracted fro
the ground state and excited states in24Al at 0.4258~1!,
0.510~5!, 1.107~6!, 1.275~9!, 1.559~13!, 2.349~20!,
2.534~13!, 2.810~20!, and 3.885~25! MeV and the excited
states in26Si at 1.7959~2!, 2.7835~3!, 4.446~3!, and 4.806~2!
MeV @9,10#. Fits up to third order yield the same resul
within a few keV, but the reduced chi-squared paramete
minimized for the linear fit. Peaks from the29Si(3He,a)
reaction were also used for a calibration check, to verify
linearity of the momentum dispersion at low rigidities, i.e
low focal plane detector positions. For this check,a spectra
were also measured at 42 MeV, which places the kno

FIG. 4. Calibrated26Si excitation energy spectra from both e
periments at 51 MeV and 7.5°.~a! The older, lower resolution data
and ~b! the newer, higher resolution data. The states describe
plain text are the previously assigned values; those marked wit
asterisk were used for the focal plane calibration. The meas
ments presented in this work are in bold, italic text. The insets
the spectra from 3.9–6.75 MeV expanded.
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TABLE I. Excitation energy measurements~in MeV! of 26Si up through 6 MeV presented here, compar
with the tabulated values in the literature. Our results and uncertainties are weighted averages of
separate measurements made. Dashed lines indicate states which were not populated sufficiently
surement. Those listed without error bars indicate that they were seen but excitation energies w
measured. Asterisks denote states which were used for calibration. All others are listed with their me
uncertainties. The last two columns are suggested values forEx andJp.

This work Ref.@6# Ref. @9# Jp @6# Jp @9# Jp @5# Ex Jp

0.0 0.0 0.0 – 01 01 0.0 01

1.7959* 1.7959 1.7959~2! – 21 21 1.7959 21

2.7835* 2.7835 2.7835~4! – 21 21 2.7835 21

– 3.3325 3.3325~3! – 01 01 3.3325 01

– 3.756 3.756~2! – – 31 3.756 31

– – 3.842~2! – – –
– – 4.093~3! – – –
4.144~8!a 4.155~2! 4.138~1! 21 21 21 4.138 21

4.211~16! – 4.183~11! – – 41 4.183 31

4.446* 4.446 4.446~3! 21 1 41 – 31 4.446 21 1 41

4.806* 4.806 4.806~2! (01121141) 01 01, 21, 41 4.806 01 1 21141

5.140~10! 5.145~2! – 21 – – 5.145 21

5.291 5.291~3! 5.229~12! 41 – 21 5.291 41

– – 5.330~20! – 41 41

5.526~8! 5.515~5! 5.562~28! 41 – 11 5.518 41

5.678~8! – – – – – 5.678 11

– 5.916~2! 5.940~25! 01 01 01, 41 5.916 01

5.945~8! – – – – – 5.945 31

aThe two states at 4.144 and 4.211 are found at 4.148~5! MeV when fit as a broad single peak.
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peaks in the low-bending-radius region of interest in the
cal plane detector.

Figure 4 shows the calibrated excitation energy spe
from our measurements. Very small peaks appear in the s
tra at the location of known states at 3.33 and 3.76, but
populated too weakly for us to draw any conclusions ab
them. It does not appear that we see the 4.093 MeV s
listed in the literature. The previously assumed doublet
4.138 and 4.183 MeV is populated here, but unresolved.
peak is 20% wider than adjacent peaks and is asymme
suggesting that it is a doublet. Fitting the peak as a dou
we measure the states at 4.144~8! and 4.211~16! MeV; fitting
it as a singlet yields 4.148~8!. Two previously unidentified
peaks appear at 5.140~8! and 5.678~8! MeV in the 26Si spec-
trum. A peak is visible just to the right of the 5.140 Me
peak in Fig. 4~a!, which is assumed to be the 5.291 Me
state seen in Ref.@6#. We also see a state atEx
55.945(8) MeV. Based on the weak population of the 01

ground state and the even weaker population of the 3.
MeV 01 state, we conclude that the state we see at 5.
MeV is not a 01 state. A small high energy shoulder on th
peak, making it slightly wider at the base, suggests that
other state lies there. However, it is too weak for us to dr
any conclusions about. There is a weak state found to b
5.526~8! MeV in our spectrum, which may be the 5.562~25!
MeV state seen previously.

A summary of our measurements and a comparison w
the tabulated states taken from the literature are given
Table I. The values in the table come from the weight
average of the two separate measurements, in Figs. 4~a! and
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4~b!. The uncertainties quoted are dominated by statist
but include small systematic error contributions from scatt
ing angle (0.05° which corresponds to<1 keV) and calcu-
lated energy losses~5% which corresponds to<4 keV).
Uncertainty in the beam energy~at most 50 keV! makes only
a negligible contribution (,1 keV) since the (3He,6He) re-
action is used for the calibrations as well as the measu
ments. The uncertainties in the masses of26Si ~3 keV! and
24Al ~4 keV! @8# were included in the uncertainties of th
points used for calibration.

III. DISCUSSION

It is not difficult to understand why the 5.140 and 5.67
MeV states were not seen before. The24Mg(3He,n)26Si re-
action ~Ref. @4#! measurement had insufficient resolutio
~200 keV!. However, the24Mg(3He,n)26Si data in Ref.@3#
show a small peak in the spectrum at about 5.1 MeV, but
spin-parity assignment was made. Neither group obser
the 5.678 MeV state.

The 28Si(p,t)26Si measurement by Paddock@2# had
roughly 140 keV resolution. The 5.678 MeV state does n
appear in their spectrum, and the 5.140 MeV state was
scured by a contamination from the12C(p,t)10C reaction,
showing the advantage of using the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reac-
tion.

In order to discuss the implications of these new26Si
structure measurements, we have combined the informa
contained in Refs.@3,5#, and a recent remeasurement of t
28Si(p,t)26Si reaction@6#. Starting from the proton thresh
1-4
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old, the state we see atEx55.526 MeV was seen by Bar
dayan et al. at 5.515~2! MeV. Using angular distribution
measurements, they determine this state hasJp541. This
new information is consistent with the Coulomb shift calc
lated in Ref.@5#, and repositions the fourth 41 state~located
at 5.940 in Ref.@5#! to this location. In addition, Bardaya
et al. also see a state atEx55.916(2) MeV, and their angu
lar distribution is well fit by al 50 transfer; they assign thi
state as the fourthJp501 state. This excitation energy mea
surement agrees well with the (3He,n) data presented in Ref
@3#, in which a state atEx55.91 MeV is measured. Thi
scenario now leaves only the 11 and the 31, the two unnatu-
ral parity states in the region ofEx55 –6 MeV, unassigned

The only remaining unexplained fact in the existing da
is that the (3He,n) angular distributions for the 5.91 MeV
state in Ref.@3# could only be fit with a combination of 01

and 41 states. The 01 state should be populated strong
through direct transfer of a pair of protons, and conseque
the angular distribution should show very clearl 50 charac-
ter. If the other member of the doublet is an unnatural pa
state, it should be populated weakly with th
24Mg(3He,n)26Si reaction, and it probably would not exhib
a distinctive angular distribution because the reaction mec
nism is more complicated than direct transfer. Thus, the s
would only appear in the minima of the 01 angular distribu-
tion, and would have a fairly featureless angular distributi
This, in fact, is in agreement with the (3He,n) data in Ref.
@3#. In addition, the Bohneet al. data show a small, high
energy tail on the 5.91 MeV peak, also supporting this
pothesis. Thus we conclude the state we see atEx
55.945 MeV has unnatural parity.

Given these arguments, we now consider two poss
scenarios, in which our states atEx55.678 and 5.945 MeV
are these two missing unnatural parity states, which are
lined in Table II. In the first scenario, we make the assig
mentsJp531 to the 5.678 MeV state and theJp511 to the
5.945 MeV state. In the second scenario, we switch theJp

assignments. Using these assignments, we compared th
citation energies to calculated Coulomb-shifted levels fr
Ref. @5#. As can be seen from the table, the second scen
is a better fit to the expected location of these levels. A su
mary of suggested excitation energies andJp for states up
through 6 MeV in 26Si is listed in Table I.

Using this second scenario, we have computed new r
tion rates based on these new assignments~see Ref.@5# for

TABLE II. Two possible scenarios for the statesEx

55 –6 MeV region seen in the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction and
comparison to expected Coulomb shifts from mirror states in26Mg
as calculated in Ref.@5#. Scenario 2 is a much better fit.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Ex @MeV# Jp D @keV# Jp D @keV#

5.140 21 265 21 265
5.526 41 288 41 288
5.678 31 2292 11 40
5.945 11 307 31 225
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formulas used! and present these rates in Fig. 5. The 41

state, having anEr58 keV, does not contribute to the rea
tion rate. We usedEx55.916 MeV for the 01 state, taken
from Ref. @6#. Proton widths were calculated based on t
prescription in Ref.@11# for the old and new locations an
assignments, to determine the behavior of the widths a
function of resonance energy. A ratio of these two calcu
tions was computed, then applied to the values establishe
Ref. @5#. For theg widths we used the experimental valu
based on26Mg mirror states@5#, except for the 11 state,
where we used the value calculated in Ref.@5# because the
experimental value is only a lower limit. The correspondi
resonance strengths used for the calculation werevg(01)
53.631024 eV, vg(11)51.431029 eV, and vg(31)
51.831022 eV. The direct capture rates were taken d
rectly from Ref.@5#. As can be seen in the figure, the reacti
rates are dominated by the two unnatural parity states in26Si
in the temperature range ofT950.05–1.

In order to truly assign astrophysical significance to the
states, it is important to deduce their spins and parities an
measure their resonance strengths. This is difficult with
29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction, but can be done with a radioa
tive beam of25Al. Sufficiently intense beams of25Al should
be available within a few years at several places. A meas
ment of elastic scattering in inverse kinematics should id
tify all of the important states within 1 MeV above the pr
ton threshold. This29Si(3He,6He)26Si measurement provide

FIG. 5. A possible set of astrophysical reaction rates of
25Al( p,g) reaction. Presented in this figure is the case where
Ex55.678 MeV state is the 11 state~thick gray line! and theEx

55.945 MeV state is the 31 state~thick black line!. The 01 exci-
tation energy is taken from Ref.@6#, and the direct capture rates a
taken directly from Ref.@5#.
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a first indication about the energy regions that might be c
cal in those studies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction at 51
MeV at an angle of 7.5°. We have identified new states
26Si at 5.140~10!, 5.678~8!, and 5.945~8! MeV. The 5.140
MeV state is consistent with a state at 5.145~2! reported in a
recent remeasurement of the28Si(p,t)26Si reaction at ORNL
@6#, but that experiment did not see states at 5.678 or 5.
MeV, strengthening the hypothesis that the states seen in
measurement of the29Si(3He,6He)26Si reaction are unnatura
parity states. Reaction rates have been presented based
most likely scenario, in light of recent evidence, that t
5.678 MeV state is the missingJp511 state and that the
U
.W

n,

-
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5.945 MeV state is theJp531 state. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to determine the spin-parity of the two new stat
from the angular distributions, as this reaction is not w
suited for that purpose. Though it has been done in the
~see Ref.@12#, for example!, it does not uniquely determine
the spin parity of the level. However, future experimen
with beams of25Al can be used to measure the properties
the states above the proton threshold which are importan
the production of26Al0 in novae.
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